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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN
DE JESÚS

Before the existence of this Solar System and the group known as the Nine Galaxies, which make
up the grouping of a universe of lives, God, as Creator and grand expression of Love-Wisdom,
deeply wished that some of His Children, the Creators of the Material Universe, also called
Archangels, the great Co-Creators of this life system, would offer each of the Nine Galaxies the
opportunity to experience evolution by means of "self-knowledge" and the so-called "degrees of
love".

It was in this way that these great Co-Creator beings carried forward all the universal projects
received by them as subtle spiritual impulses of light, and then offered to the created systems,
known as "Milky Way", the opportunity of deepening in "spiritual knowledge" and in the "degrees
of love".

All this happened before the fall of the adversary.

In this time, in all the Universes, the first one thousand years of peace were lived, a period in which
the development of life, the inner schools of learnings and, above all, the awakening of the different
"degrees of love", granted this Local Universe, in which this Solar System exists, including Earth,
the opportunity that on a planet of very high spiritual characteristics, like the Earth, one of the
twelve most important Projects of God's Love could be carried forward.

For this reason, the planet Earth went through different cycles. The seas, which used to be acidic,
became alkaline so that they later might become containers of mineral and crystalline components,
living as a high degree of oxygenation.

The continents, which used to be desert and cold, experienced a biological re-adaptation to later
become seedbeds of new species. 

In this way, planet Earth, and all of its atmosphere, converted into a great womb of light, to finally
gestate the consciousness of humanity, which was later known as Adam and Eve.

In this first experience of love, the Heavenly Father internally aspired that this Project, so yearned
for by His Heart, would allow to correct and recreate Creation so that increasingly higher degrees of
love may be lived.

Some time later the Universe began to live the first failures in evolution due to the very intense fall
of the disobedient angel.

From there, the whole Universe, a place where peace, good and harmony were lived, became the
sudden scenario of the first steps of duality, a current contrary to the principle of the Maximum
Will; a duality that would begin to place at stake the freedom that had been granted to all creatures,
with the aim that they might learn to love, just as the Heavenly Father loves them.
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The planet Earth was one of the last places in which this spiritual current of duality descended to
test, through Adam and Eve, the Project of a humanity essentially united to the Kingdom of God.

For various inexplicable temptations, the Project was being altered and changed, as the contrary
spiritual currents gradually broke the scenery of the so-called "Eden".

Why did the Heavenly Father allow this?

In a mysterious sense, Adam would have had the opportunity of taking his first step in the evolution
of the degrees of love and of the awakening of consciousness, if he had been unconditionally
obedient to God.

As for her, Eve, would have had the possibility of being the promising consciousness that would
experience the Feminine Aspect of God by means of the spirit of Motherhood, a state that would
concede the pure birth of the following creatures that would come after her.

At that moment, the Earth, as the first human experience, underwent its first and great test, which,
had it been victoriously faced by Adam and Eve, as representatives of humanity of that time, would
have allowed this race to attain a degree of love similar to that of Jesus.

This is the reason why God Himself, present in the Second Person of the Most Holy Trinity, that is,
in the Son, decided to incarnate on Earth, after so much time, to give Himself to His Children in
Love and Wisdom and to teach all about Truth.

It was during the preparatory time for the incarnation of Jesus that the Father extracted, from one of
His purest Founts of the Spiritual Universe, one of His most elevated and pure Aspects, which was
the spiritual basis for the Divine Conception of whom later would be known on Earth as Mary, the
Mother of Jesus.

Thus, the Archangels, at the request of God, were the ones who prepared this scenery for the
coming of the Messiah, That One Who, having given testimony of love and of life, would
demonstrate, in his maximum humility, how duality could be overcome so that every living being
on Earth may finally learn to fulfill the Will that brought it to the world and to transit the school of
forgiveness and redemption, inner paths that will one day again place the human consciousness
where it once had been before making the mistakes.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


